ABSTRACT In this paper, we consider a K -cluster (K ≥ 2) simultaneous wireless information and power transfer network, where S nodes (S ≥ 2) are selected from N nodes within each cluster for the uplink information transmission and the remaining N − S idle nodes are dedicated to energy harvesting. Based on the intra-cluster performance aware (ICPA) philosophy, a pair of opportunistic interference alignment (OIA) schemes, namely, the coarse ICPA-OIA (C-ICPA-OIA) and the refined ICPA-OIA (R-ICPA-OIA), are proposed for balancing the sum rate performance achieved and the energy harvested. Specifically, the C-ICPA-OIA treats the overall signal strength within the reference signal subspace (RSS) as a coarse description of the node's effective signal strength. By comparison, to take full advantage of zero-forcingbased reception, the R-ICPA-OIA considers the projected signal strength with respect to the orthonormal basis of RSS as a substantially refined description of the node's effective signal strength. Furthermore, we analyzed the harvested power and the working time of the system. Extensive simulation results validate our theoretical analyses, demonstrating that our schemes outperform the existing OIA schemes.
I. INTRODUCTION
Interference alignment (IA), which was originally proposed for K -user/node interference channel [1] , [2] , has attracted considerable attention in recent years. The basic idea of IA is to align the interference imposed on the receiver into a subspace having lowest possible dimensions so that the interference-free dimensions can be maximized for the desired signal. IA has been studied in a variety of contexts, such as the single-cell or single-cluster multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) interference channels [3] and multi-cell or multi-cluster networks [4] , [5] , showing a great potential for substantial performance improvement. Despite its merits predicted theoretically, IA faces many challenges in practical applications, such as the requirement of global channel state information (CSI) and a large number of signal dimensions, which are essential to the symbol/time/frequency expansion techniques invoked in the design of optimal IA transceivers. Owing to such unaffordable system overhead, limited feedback IA schemes [6] - [11] and distributed IA schemes [12] have been proposed for mitigating the stringent CSI requirements. However, in order to achieve the full degrees-of-freedom (DoF), the number of bits required by the quantization of the feedback signal has to scale with the high transmission power in the limited feedback IA. Moreover, the computational complexity is prohibitive for the iterative calculation of the transmit/receive beamforming matrices in the distributed IA.
Furthermore, opportunistic interference alignment (OIA) has been proposed for both downlink [13] - [16] and uplink [17] - [23] transmissions in realistic multi-cell or multi-cluster systems. Compared with the traditional IA schemes [1] - [4] , OIA enjoys many benefits. For example, it works well with local CSI , and it does not require symbol/time/frequency expansion or iterative calculation for beamforming. In the downlink OIA, the base stations broadcast random beamforming vectors to all users/nodes, and each user/node uses the chordal distance between the interfering channels as a performance metric to facilitate the user/node scheduling [13] . The achievable sum rate performance of the downlink OIA was further improved in [14] by using a more-effective scheduling strategy. In the uplink OIA, the reference signal subspace (RSS) was employed to guide the transmission [17] - [23] . More specifically, in [17] and [18] , an OIA scheme was proposed for the single-input multiple-output (SIMO) interfering multiple-access channel (IMAC) and the optimal DoF can be asymptotically achieved in the high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) regime under proper user/node scaling conditions. The OIA was further extended to the MIMO IMAC scenario in [19] , where a singular value decomposition (SVD) based joint transmit beamforming and user/node scheduling scheme was conceived. More recently, an active OIA scheme was proposed in [21] , where the user/node scaling condition was relaxed and the DoF gain was achieved even with a small number of users/nodes. The user/node selection criteria were further improved in [21] - [24] by taking the intra-cell or intracluster performance into consideration, i.e., the useful signal strength and the leakage interference strength should be balanced for achieving higher sum rate.
In addition to wireless techniques offering high spectral efficiency (e. g. IA), green radio that aims for high energy efficiency has also become one of the key enabling technologies of the fifth generation (5G) wireless communication systems [25] , which require extremely high data rate, ubiquitous coverage and potential power savings [26] . Wireless energy harvesting (EH) constitutes an important technique for achieving high energy efficiency promised by green radio [27] , [28] . Since radio-frequency (RF) signals can be used as a vehicle for simultaneously transmitting information and energy, the scheme named simultaneous wireless information and power transfer (SWIPT) comes into being [29] , [30] . In the traditional IA networks, the interference is considered harm to the system performance and should be eliminated, which is a great waste of energy from the view of EH. There are some initial contributions to the combination of IA and SWIPT in [27] and [28] , which highlight the advantage of re-utilizing the interference for conducting EH. However, those contributions rely on the assumption that perfect IA is available, which restrains them from being extended to the classical OIA scenario [19] , where perfect IA is not feasible.
In this paper, a pair of OIA schemes, which are termed the coarse intra-cluster performance aware OIA (C-ICPA-OIA) and the refined intra-cluster performance aware OIA (R-ICPA-OIA), respectively, are proposed for SWIPT systems. In particular, S N t -antenna nodes (S ≥ 2) are selected from N candidates (N ≥ S) within each cluster and co-channel uplink transmission is carried out, while their N r -antenna home cluster head (CH) employs a zero-forcing (ZF) receiver. During the uplink transmission, the N −S unselected nodes harvest energy from the S selected nodes of each cluster. The scheduling metrics for the two ICPA-OIA schemes are designed to describe both the capability of information transmission (IT), which is characterized by the ratio of the desired signal strength to the interference strength, as well as the ability of EH, i.e., the amount of energy provided by a node. More explicitly, the main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows.
• A pair of ICPA-OIA schemes are proposed for SWIPT systems to improve the EH performance, while maintaining the achievable sum rate performance. Different from the traditional OIA schemes [19] , [31] , our ICPA-OIA schemes consider both IT and EH simultaneously. Specifically, the C-ICPA-OIA takes the overall desired signal strength in the RSS of each node into consideration, while in the R-ICPA-OIA, both the intra-cluster performance and the leakage interference of the node is carefully measured. Compared with the conventional OIA schemes [19] , [31] , the proposed ICPA-OIA schemes are capable of harvesting a higher amount of energy. Moreover, the R-ICPA-OIA scheme also achieves higher sum rate than the conventional OIA schemes.
• The average harvested power by our ICPA-OIA schemes and by the two conventional node scheduling schemes [19] , [31] are analyzed, which verifies the advantages of the proposed schemes. Furthermore, the working time of the system invoking different OIA schemes are provided to show the EH performance of the proposed schemes.
• The computational complexity of the proposed ICPA-OIA schemes and of the traditional OIA schemes [19] , [31] is studied, which demonstrates that the proposed schemes impose a comparable computational complexity to the traditional OIA schemes. A reduced-feedback design is also proposed for R-ICPA-OIA. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Our system model is described in Section II. ICPA-OIA schemes proposed for SWIPT systems are detailed in Section III. We analyze the performance of the proposed ICPA-OIA schemes in Section IV. Numerical results and discussions are provided in Section V. Finally, our conclusions are drawn in Section VI.
Notations: We use uppercase boldface letters for matrices and lowercase boldface for vectors.
· and E [·] denote the transpose, conjugate transpose, pseudo-inverse, Euclidean-norm and expectation, respectively. λ n (A) and w n (A) denote the n-th largest eigenvalue and the eigenvector corresponding to λ n (A), respectively. λ n (A, B) and w n (A, B) denote the n-th largest generalized eigenvalue and the generalized eigenvector corresponding to λ n (A, B), respectively. C represents the set of complex numbers. CN µ, σ 2 denotes a complex-valued Gaussian variable with mean µ and variance σ 2 . The integer set {1, 2, . . . , K } is abbreviated as [1, K ] .
II. SYSTEM MODEL
As depicted in Fig. 1 , we consider a K -cluster time-division duplex (TDD) uplink interference network, where each cluster consists of an N r -antenna CH and N (N ≥ N r ) N t -antenna nodes. The node set in cluster k is denoted by VOLUME 4, 2016 
During each transmission block, S nodes 1 are selected to conduct S singlestream uplink transmissions in each cluster and the N − S unselected nodes are dedicated to EH with the energy being harvested from the S selected nodes in each cluster, where we have 2 2 ≤ S ≤ N r < KS. In the considered network, the IT receiver and the EH receiver are geographically separated. The indices of the selected and unselected nodes in cluster k are denoted by k = {ψ k (1), . . . , ψ k (S)} and
As far as IT is concerned, we denote the
k,j is the distance-dependent path-loss coefficient of the channel from D k,j to CH s . On the other hand, for EH, we denote the
k,j and G [k,i] p,j are assumed to be independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) Rayleigh block fading channels. Hence, each entry of G [s] k,j and G [k,i] p,j obeys CN 0, σ 2 1 and CN 0, σ 2 2 , respectively. We assume that local CSI is known to each node, i.e., CH k knows the path-loss coefficient and the small-scale fading CSI from the N nodes k , while D k,j knows the path-loss coefficient and the small-scale fading CSI from all the K CHs and the N − 1 nodes k − D k,j .
Before conducting the node selection, each CH will generate its RSS and broadcast it to all the nodes in the network. Specifically, CH i randomly generates an N r ×N r unitary matrix Q [i] and divides the matrix into two parts, i.e. the interference subspace (IS) T [i] and the RSS U [i] .
, is formed by arbitrary N r − S columns of Q [i] ; and
, is formed by the rest S columns of Q [i] . From the view of CH i , U [i] is used for measuring the leakage interference of all the nodes in other clusters, which also indicates how closely the channels of the nodes in other clusters are aligned with the span of T [i] . If N r = S, then U [i] = Q [i] , which means the entire signal space is invoked to transmit data and the RSS of CH i becomes a unitary matrix.
A. BASIC OIA TRANSMISSION SCHEME
The basic procedure of the uplink OIA scheme mainly includes five steps during each transmission block. 1) CH i randomly generates its RSS, and broadcasts it to all the nodes in the network. 3 2) According to a certain selection criterion that is detailed later, each node calculates its scheduling metric and feeds it back to its home CH. 3) Each CH selects S nodes based on the feedback metrics and broadcasts the scheduling information to its nodes. 4) The selected nodes transmit data to its CH and the unselected nodes harvest energy from the selected nodes in each cluster. 5) Each CH detects the received signals using a simple ZF receiver.
The received signal y k ∈ C N r ×1 at CH k is expressed as ≤ P t . The ZF receiver invoked to recover the transmitted signal is characterized as follows:
where
where g
is the s-th column of G [k] and ρ is the transmit signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Then, the instantaneously achievable sum rate of the network is given by
B. WIRELESS POWER TRANSFER
Inspired by the idea of [27] , when the selected nodes 
. According to [29] , the energy harvested from the background noise can be ignored. Therefore, the harvested power at D k,ϕ k (n) can be quantified as
where ζ is a constant representing the energy conversion efficiency imposed by the energy transducer for converting the harvested energy to electrical energy andh
The sum of the harvested power in the network is given bȳ
C. CONVENTIONAL NODE SCHEDULING SCHEMES
In order to clarify the motivation for our new OIA schemes, two representative conventional opportunistic user/node scheduling schemes, i.e., the minimizing leakage interference (Min-LIF) based scheme [19] and the threshold based scheme [31] are briefly reviewed as follows.
1) MIN-LIF BASED USER/NODE SCHEDULING
The scheduling metric of D k,j is defined as
The Min-LIF based node scheduling is an altruistic node selection scheme, where S nodes are selected in each cluster to minimize the interference generated to the other clusters, i.e., to minimize the leakage interference. The optimal transmit beamforming vector is
is the total cross-link channel matrix and w n (A) denotes the eigenvector corresponding to the n-th largest eigenvalue of A.
Although the Min-LIF based OIA aims for mitigating the inter-cluster interference to ensure the achievability of the full DoF, it neglects the useful signal strength within the cluster, which may potentially be exploited for better performance.
2) THRESHOLD BASED USER/NODE SCHEDULING
The Min-LIF node scheduling scheme is designed relying on minimizing the total LIF for the sake of achieving the full DoF of the system. Therefore, the optimum sum rate performance of the system cannot be guaranteed by the Min-LIF scheme, especially in the low-to-medium SNR regime. Inspired by this observation, a threshold based node scheduling scheme was proposed in [31] , which considers both the leakage interference and the desired signal strength.
In the threshold based node scheduling, N r nodes are selected in each cluster. For a certain receive beamforming vector u
generates its transmit beamforming vector to minimize both the intra-cluster and the inter-cluster interference. Then, D k,j checks the following two conditions for each m and finds m * ∈ {1, . . . , N r } that satisfies the following criteria
where η tr and η I represent the threshold values of the desired signal power and the total LIF, respectively. The optimal transmit beamforming vector is
m . As shown in [31] , the sum rate performance of the threshold based scheme outperforms the Min-LIF scheme. However, in the threshold based scheme, the transmit beamforming vector was designed only VOLUME 4, 2016 for minimizing the total LIF rather than for boosting the desired signal strength simultaneously. Moreover, neither of the two node scheduling schemes considered EH in the scheduling metric design. Therefore, they cannot be directly extended to the SWIPT based green communication systems.
III. THE PROPOSED OIA SCHEMES FOR SWIPT NETWORK
In this section, we propose a pair of OIA schemes for the SWIPT network, in which both node selection algorithm and the transmit beamforming vectors employed at the selected nodes are carefully designed to enhance the sum rate performance and the harvested power simultaneously.
A. THE PROPOSED SCHEME I: C-ICPA-OIA
In the traditional OIA schemes, the scheduling metrics are designed to improve the system's sum rate performance through minimizing the leakage interference and/or maximizing the desired signal strength. In order to jointly optimize both the sum rate and the harvested power in the network, new scheduling metric has to be designed. In this subsection, a C-ICPA-OIA scheme is proposed for characterizing both the IT and EH performance.
The scheduling metric for D k,j is defined as
where we have
and
Specifically, α k,j represents the IT or EH requirement of D k,j , and a tradeoff between IT and EH can be achieved by changing the value of α k,j . As shown in (13), the denominator of M C k,j represents the total leakage interference of D k,j imposed on the other K − 1 clusters and the numerator of M C k,j characterizes both the sum rate and the harvested power. Specifically, the first term of the numerator of M C k,j represents the desired signal strength and the second term represents the harvested power from D k,j . Based on the Rayleigh-Ritz theorem [32] , the optimal value of M C k,j is obtained by using the generalized eigenvalue decomposition (GEVD), yielding
where λ n (A, B) denotes the n-th largest generalized eigenvalue of the matrix pair (A, B). According to (16) , D k,j computes the metric M C k,j and feeds it back to CH k . Then, CH k selects a set of S nodes based on the S largest values of M C k,j from all the nodes of the cluster. When the node selection is completed, CH k broadcasts the scheduling information and the selected nodes calculate the transmit beamforming vector before conducting the uplink transmission. Similar to (13) , the transmit beamforming vector of
Then, for D k,j , j ∈ k , we obtain
where w n (A, B) represents the generalized eigenvector corresponding to λ n (A, B). Remark 1: It should be noted that for the scheduling metric design in (16) and the transmit beamforming design in (19) of the proposed C-ICPA-OIA scheme, we only consider the intra-cluster harvested power. The reason behind this is twofold. First, for a certain idle node, the inter-cluster harvested power is smaller than the intra-cluster harvested power due to the path loss. Second, it is not practical for each node to obtain the CSI from it to all the nodes in other clusters, and the CSI overheads increase very fast as the number of the nodes increase. Therefore, the objective of the proposed scheme is to achieve a tradeoff between facilitating efficient power transfer and acceptable CSI overheads.
The scheduling metric in (13) characterizes the sum rate performance and the harvested power simultaneously. As shown in our simulations of Section V, the proposed C-ICPA-OIA scheme is capable of achieving a better EH performance while maintaining a sum rate performance comparable to the conventional OIA scheme of [31] . However, by exploiting the characteristics of the multi-node transmission, the node scheduling strategy of C-ICPA-OIA can be further improved. As shown in (13), C-ICPA-OIA does not take the impact of ZF detection into account and only treats the overall signal strength within the RSS as a coarse description of the node's effective signal strength. In fact, the effective signal strength of each node after performing ZF detection is the value projected on a certain basis of the RSS, rather than the desired signal strength in the entire RSS. Therefore, the orthogonality among equivalent channel vectors of the nodes should be considered, and a refined ICPA-OIA scheme, namely the R-ICPA-OIA, is proposed in the next subsection.
For clarity, the implementation of the proposed C-ICPA-OIA scheme is summarized as Algorithm 1. 
Node selection: CH k selects the node having the largest scheduling metric according to ψ k (l) = arg max
) Conduct IT and EH: The selected nodes carry out uplink transmission, the CHs detect the received signals and the unselected nodes harvest energy.
Furthermore, it is worth noting that, the C-ICPA-OIA scheme can be conducted in a distributed fashion. Assuming that all the nodes are synchronized to a common clock, such as the global positioning system (GPS) signal, a timer which lasts inverse-proportionally to M C k,j is invoked. Explicitly, with the clock period T , the response time of the timer of D k,j can be defined as δ k,j = T /M C k,j . During each transmission block, each node calculates δ k,j to trigger the timer. Upon receiving S feedback signals, the CH broadcasts an acknowledgement signal and the other nodes in the cluster keep silent. As a result, the first S time-out nodes will be included in k .
B. THE PROPOSED SCHEME II: R-ICPA-OIA
In this subsection, we propose a R-ICPA-OIA scheme to more effectively characterize the intra-cluster performance. Each node has the values of S scheduling metrics and the s-th scheduling metric for D k,j is defined as
As shown in (20) , the first term in the numerator of M R k,j quantifies the desired equivalent channel gain (ECG) projected on each dimension of the RSS. Keeping the EH performance of the C-ICPA-OIA scheme, the R-ICPA-OIA scheme further enhances the achievable sum rate by selecting the nodes whose equivalent channel vectors are quasiorthogonal and by maximizing the desired signal strength which is projected on each dimension of the basis of the RSS. Similar to (16) , the optimal value of M R k,j (s) is obtained by using the GEVD, yielding
After D k,j computes and feeds the metric M * R k,j back to CH k , S nodes are selected at CH k . Upon receiving the scheduling information from CH k , the selected node D k,ψ k (s) also gets its corresponding reference direction represented by u [k] s . Then, the transmit beamforming vector of D k,ψ k (s) can be calculated as
Then, for D k,ψ k (s) , the optimal transmit beamforming vector can be expressed as
Remark 2: Similar as the C-ICPA-OIA scheme, we only consider the intra-cluster harvested power for the scheduling metric design in (23) and the transmit beamforming design in (26) , respectively. Due to the path loss, the amount of the harvested power at a certain unserved node is dominated by the intra-cluster power transfer. Moreover, the design principle of our scheme is to extend the basic idea of OIA, i.e., facilitating the information transmission with only local/partial CSI, to wireless power transfer.
The procedure of our R-ICPA-OIA scheme is summarized as Algorithm 2. Each node in each cluster calculates its S scheduling metrics and then feeds back to their home CH. Each CH uses the scheduling metrics to construct an N × S metric matrix. The columns of the matrix represent the orthonormal basis of the RSS. For a certain basis of the RSS, the node that is most aligned to the basis will be selected for uplink transmission.
C. FEEDBACK OVERHEAD AND COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY
In this subsection, the feedback overhead and the computational complexity of the pair of ICPA-OIA schemes proposed are briefly analyzed. Furthermore, we compare our schemes with the traditional OIA schemes, i.e., the Min-LIF based 
Node selection: CH k constructs an N × S metric matrix and search the matrix column by column. Specifically, CH k selects the node with the largest scheduling metric according to ψ k (l) = arg max OIA and the threshold based OIA, which do not take EH into account.
As pointed out in Section III-A, our C-ICPA-OIA scheme has the same amount of feedback overhead as the Min-LIF based OIA, since each node feeds back a single scalar value. For the threshold based OIA, the feedback overhead is quantified as 2Sε 1 scalar values per node, where ε 1 ∈ (0, 1) is the probability of the node satisfying the criteria in (10) and (11) for a certain receive beamforming vector, and it is determined by the system parameters, such as K , N , S and SNR. Additionally, as mentioned in Section III-B, the feedback overhead of our R-ICPA-OIA scheme is S scalar values. This feedback overhead can be further reduced by applying the threshold based limited feedback strategy. In what follows, the limited feedback version of our R-ICPA-OIA scheme is termed R-ICPA-LF-OIA. More specifically, a threshold η th is introduced and each node in each cluster calculates its scheduling metrics. The value of η th can be determined and broadcast to all nodes before the uplink transmission. As a result, the nodes whose LIF is higher than η th , will not feed back the scheduling metrics. Therefore, the feedback overhead of our R-ICPA-OIA scheme reduces to Sε 2 scalar values per node, and ε 2 ∈ (0, 1) represents that the probability of the node's LIF is lower than η th . ε 2 is also determined by the system parameters, such as K , N and S. When the system parameters are given, and hence a proper value of η th is determined, the R-ICPA-LF-OIA scheme is capable of imposing a feedback overhead comparable to that of the threshold based OIA scheme.
The computational complexity is characterized by the average number of floating-point operations (FLOPs) 4 performed. The number of FLOPs for obtaining the scheduling metric and the transmit beamforming vector is counted, which is composed of two parts: calculating the scheduling metric and calculating the beamforming vector. We omit the analysis of the detection and decoding complexity after the equalization imposed on each CH, since it is the same for all the schemes considered. It is noted, by using the big O notation, we can subsume the computation with respect to the matrix multiplication, eigenvalue decomposition and etc. In the Min-LIF based scheme, the complexity for calculating the scheduling metric and the beamforming vector per node is O KSN r N t + KSN 2 t [19] . Similarly, in the threshold based scheme, the computational complexity at each node is O KSN t . For the sake of clarity, the feedback overhead and the computational complexity of the different OIA schemes considered are summarized in Table 1 . Explicitly, we can see that the computational complexity of our C-ICPA-OIA and R-ICPA-OIA schemes is similar, albeit it is slightly higher than that of the conventional OIA schemes.
IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
In this section, the average harvested power and the average working time of the system are analyzed for demonstrating the effectiveness of the proposed schemes. To begin with, the average power harvested by the proposed two ICPA-OIA schemes is analyzed. In order to make a fair comparison, the average harvested power when using the conventional user/node scheduling schemes is also presented. Finally, the average working time of the proposed schemes is derived.
A. HARVESTED POWER
The average harvested power is defined as
The average harvested power of the proposed two ICPA-OIA schemes as well as the the conventional node scheduling schemes can be presented as the following theorem. Theorem 1: For the proposed C-ICPA-OIA and R-ICPA-OIA schemes, the average harvested power is lower bounded by
Proof: Please see Appendix I. Remark 3: It is noted that the average harvested power of the proposed two ICPA-OIA schemes outperform that of the conventional node scheduling schemes, which verifies the advantage of the proposed two ICPA-OIA schemes on the EH performance. Furthermore, the average harvested power of different OIA schemes also has impact on the working time of the system, which is analyzed in the following subsection.
B. WORKING TIME Let us denote the initial power level at each node as E 0 . During each transmission block, the power consumed by the selected node is E C and the power stored by the unselected node is E S . According to the analysis in Section IV-A, E S can be viewed as a constant. Without any loss of generality, we assume E C > E S . The working time T k,j of D k,j then satisfies the following criterion:
where P k,j represents the probability of the event that D k,j is selected during the transmission block. The working time of the system is defined as
From (30), we have
It is noted that the proposed two ICPA-OIA schemes and the conventional node scheduling schemes are essentially the opportunistic node selection schemes. For a certain node D k,j , the average value of P k,j is the same in different node selection schemes. From Theorem 1, it is readily known that
In Section V, numerical simulation results are provided to explicitly show the working time of different schemes considered.
V. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed ICPA-OIA schemes with the aid of numerical simulations. The achievable sum rate of the system is chosen as the overall performance metric, which is defined in (4). The channel model used in the simulations is the same as the one described in Section II. Our simulation results are obtained via by 10 6 channel realizations. For the convenience of analysis, ζ and α k,j are set to 0.2 and 0.9, and β
k,j = 0.5, for i = k in the simulations. In Fig. 2 , the achievable sum rate of the different OIA schemes considered is evaluated. We can see that the achievable sum rate of the proposed R-ICPA-OIA scheme is superior to the conventional OIA schemes across all SNR regimes. In addition, our C-ICPA-OIA scheme has a higher achievable sum rate than the Min-LIF based scheme that only considers the desired signal strength. Compared with the C-ICPA-OIA scheme, the R-ICPA-OIA scheme further mitigates the intra-cluster power loss and hence improves the achievable sum rate. 3 illustrates the average harvested power versus the total number of nodes per cluster. It is observed that our proposed schemes have a better energy harvesting performance than the Min-LIF scheme and the threshold based scheme. VOLUME 4, 2016 Furthermore, the average harvested power in the R-ICPA-OIA scheme outperforms that of the C-ICPA-OIA scheme. Therefore, it is verified that the R-ICPA-OIA scheme is capable of achieving higher sum rate performance and energy harvesting performance. 4 shows the average harvested power versus the number of selected nodes per cluster. From Fig. 4 , we can see that the proposed OIA schemes are capable of harvesting more power than the conventional OIA schemes. Moreover, the EH performance of the R-ICPA-OIA scheme is better than that of the C-ICPA-OIA scheme. The two traditional OIA schemes have the same EH performance because no EH metric is considered during the node selection. In Fig. 5 , we compare the residual power versus the working time of the node which first runs out in the network. According to the analysis in Section IV-B, it is assumed that E 0 = 4P t and E C = P t in the simulation. As mentioned before, the two conventional OIA schemes have the same EH performance. Therefore, the working time of the two conventional OIA schemes is also the same and unsatisfactory. Meanwhile, the proposed two OIA schemes are capable of substantially increasing the working time of the node, which validates the effectiveness of the proposed schemes in the context of SWIPT. Finally, in Fig. 6 we investigate the impact of the threshold η th on the average harvested power in the R-ICPA-LF-OIA scheme. It is observed that the R-ICPA-LF-OIA scheme harvests more energy when increasing η th . Note that less feedback is needed when η th is decreased. The suitable value of η th in the proposed scheme depends on the specific system parameters. Therefore, in practical systems, the value of η th can be carefully chosen according to the system configuration in order to achieve a tradeoff between the EH performance and the feedback overhead.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a pair of ICPA-OIA schemes are proposed for the K -cluster MIMO uplink SWIPT networks. In the proposed schemes, the scheduling metrics are carefully designed to characterize both the intra-cluster sum rate performance as well as the energy harvesting performance. Compared with the conventional OIA schemes, the proposed schemes effectively improve the achievable sum rate performance and the energy harvesting performance in the system. The theoretical analysis of the relationship between the achievable sum rate performance and the harvested power in the multicluster SWIPT systems will be carried out in our future work. Furthermore, in order to further improve the energy transfer efficiency, massive MIMO [33] as one promising technique in 5G can be integrated into the considered system, which is also an interesting topic.
APPENDIX I PROOF OF THEOREM 1
From (6), we have
where the first term of (33) is the intra-cluster harvested energy and the second term of (33) is the inter-cluster harvested energy of D k,ϕ k (n) , respectively. Similarly, we can havē
Recalling the proposed schemes in Section III, the scheduling metrics and the transmit beamforming vectors of the proposed schemes are designed with only the consideration of the intra-cluster power transfer. Thus, the merits of the proposed schemes are attributed to facilitating efficient intra-cluster power transfer, and for the inter-cluster energy harvesting, the proposed schemes obtain similar performance as the conventional OIA schemes. From the analysis above, it is noted that different OIA schemes have the same performance of Q sum . Next, we focus on the analysis of the average of the sum of intra-cluster harvested power, i.e., E[Q sum ].
For the Min-LIF based scheme and the threshold based scheme, the node selection criteria have no impact on the EH performance, and the transmit beamforming vector
is independent with the channel vector
for simplicity, and
obeys χ 2 (2N t ) distribution and χ 2 (k) represents the chi-square distribution with degrees of freedom of k. In order to make the proof of (28) and (29) Step I: For the proposed C-ICPA-OIA and R-ICPA-OIA schemes, without loss of generality, let us focus on the node selection in cluster 1. The random beamforming vector at each node is adopted. We define X n = h [ 
. Obviously, X n obeys χ 2 (2S), Y n obeys χ 2 (2 (K − 1) S) and Q n obeys χ 2 (2 (N − 1) N t ) distributions. The probability distribution functions (PDFs) of X n , Y n and Q n are formulated as
as the scheduling metric and
Then, T n and S n follow the F-distribution with degrees of freedom of (2S, 2 (K − 1) S) and (2 (N − 1) N t , 2 (K − 1) S), respectively, and their cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) are given by
where I t (a, b) is the regularized incomplete beta function which has the following properties:
S n , the CDF of Z n is formulated as
According to (6), we have
where j ∈ [1, S] . Similarly, the problem is studied in two cases. For the case I: j = 1, the CDF of Q ψ 1 (1) , i.e., F Q * 1 (q) can be calculated as
and F W 1 (w) are the PDF and CDF of W 1 , respectively and VOLUME 4, 2016 F W 1 (w) can be calculated as
where f Z max,1 (z) and F Z max,1 (z) represent the PDF and CDF of Z max,1 , respectively. F Z max,1 (z) is given by
The PDF of Q ψ 1 (1) , i.e., f Q * 1 (q), is given by
Based on (35), (36), (42), (45), (46) and (47), E Q ψ 1 (1) is given by
where For the case II:
where (e) is due to the direct derivation from F Q * s (q) and the node with s-th largest scheduling metric among N nodes is considered as the node with largest scheduling metric among N − S nodes. Then, we can replace N with N − S in case I and the conclusion in case I still exists. To sum up, for the proposed C-ICPA-OIA scheme, we have E Q C-ICPA-I sum ≥ E Q Min-LIF sum .
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